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Dickinson, when lie replied, was representing the interest of the
small states. He was in effect a lawyer, and Delaware his client
It was indispensable, he argued, to maintain the states in some»
thing like their present influence. "It will produce that collision
between the different authorities which should be wished for
in order to check each other." Certain of the delegates hearing
Mm must have thought that ^collision"* was a strong synonym
for checks and balances, Yates of New York* to judge by Ms
notes on what Dickinson said, heard him with sympathy and
admiration. The two branches of the national legislature^ In
Yates's version, *like the British house of lords and commons^
whose powers flow from different sources," would be mutual
checks on each other, and would thus "promote the real happiness
and security of the country—a government thus established
would harmonize the whole, and like the planetary system, the
national council like the sun, would illuminate the whole—the
planets revolving round it in perfect order; or like the union of
several small streams, would at last form a respectable river*
gently flowing to the sea." Madison, reporting what Dickinson
said, had him cany this figure of the river further, and declare •
that if the people elected all the members of the national legis-
lature, in both branches, then "the national Government would
move in the same direction as the State Governments now do,
and would run into all the same mischiefs. The reform would
only unite the 18 small streams into one great current pursuing
the same course without any opposition whatever.**
Wilson insisted that the British government could not be "our
model. Our manners, our laws, the abolition of entails and
primogeniture, the whole genius of the people are opposed to it
He did not see the danger of the States being devoured by the
National Government. On the contrary, he wished'to keep them
from devouring the National Government/' Nor could he com-
prehend how the legislatures, which according.to Gerry sacrificed
the commercial to the landed interest, could be expected to
choose men for the Senate who would be more friendly to the
commercial interest in national affairs than they were at home*
Wilson was still for election of the Senate by the people in larg©
districts,
Madison could as little comprehend why anybody felt sore
that election by the legislatures would put more saliitary checks

